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ABSTRACT 
 

We report on a number of effects related to saturation in the STIS CCD detector, 
including a new measurement of residual afterglow following a deeply saturated 
exposure, variations in the local full well depth, and the occurrence of serial transfer 
artifacts at high exposure levels. We find that near the center of the STIS CCD 
detector the full well depth for GAIN=4 observations is about 128,000 e− dropping to 
as low as 108,000 e− near the left and right edges. However, in the upper region of 
the detector, the full well depth can be considerably higher, up to 160,000 e−. This 
deeper full well in the upper part of the detector can lead to the appearance of serial 
transfer artifacts which limit the linearity of the detector response past the local 
saturation limit. The implications of these results for the planning and analysis of 
STIS observations are discussed. The results presented in this ISR are based on the 
Cycle 20 CAL/STIS program 13142 and the Cycle 21 program 13545. 
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Residual Glow after Over-illumination 
 
In August 2000, the Cycle 9 CAL/STIS program 8853 (PI Goudfroiij) checked for 
evidence of residual afterglow in STIS CCD images taken immediately following a 
heavily over-illuminated image. The results of this study were reported in the STIS 
Cycle 9 Calibration Close-out Report (Proffitt et al. 2003).  They found that only the 
largest saturation factor tested (~ 50 times full well) produced any noticeable 
afterglow. For that case they found a localized 50% enhancement of the detector dark 
rate in the first 300 s after the heavy overexposure. There was no evidence for a 
wavelength dependence of this effect – UV light did not appear to enhance the 
afterglow relative to longer wavelength illumination. 
 
In the years since the execution of program 8853, STIS has accumulated substantial 
additional radiation damage. Between 2000 and 2013 the overall median dark current 
increased by a factor of about 3.75, from ~ 0.004 to ~ 0.015 counts/pixel/s. The mean 
dark rate has increased by a similar factor from about 0.02 to 0.07 counts/pixel/s. 
Since it is unclear by how much the ongoing radiation damage might have changed 
the residual afterglow, the Cycle 20 CAL/STIS program 13142 was implemented to 
perform a new measurement of this effect. 
 
In this new program, the over-illumination exposures were done using the MIRVIS 
optical element together with the horizontal 0.09X29 aperture illuminated by the 
HITM2 lamp. This combination results in an illumination pattern similar to that of a 
point source spectral observation – narrow in the Y direction and extended in the X 
direction. However, the 29” width of the slit does not illuminate the full 52” width of 
the detector. Because CTI effects can obscure faint features in the STIS CCD images, 
a non-standard MSM position, (CYL1=5539, CYL3=93, CYL4=3671), was used to 
tilt the mirror and place the image of the 0.09X29 aperture near row 900 of the STIS 
CCD which is closer to the serial readout register for the default amp D. 
 
The exposures taken in visits 01 and 02 of 13142 are listed in Table 1. In visit 01, one 
300 s dark was taken before and two after a 28.6 s exposure with the HITM2 lamp at 
the 3.8 mA LOW setting. This exposure was intended to provide an illumination of 
about 50X full well. All visit 01 observations used full frame CCD exposures.  

 
Table 1: Exposures in visits 01 and 02 of 13142. 
Exposure Target/Lamp Start-time Exptime 

(s) 
SIZAXIS2 Estimated 

peak expo 
(e−/pixel) 

Estimated 
mean expo 
(e−/column) 

OC5Q01BPQ DARK 04:36:05 1 × 300 1044 n/a n/a 
OC5Q01BSQ HITM2 3.8 mA 04:44:56 28.6 1044 8.6 × 106 1.5 × 107 
OC5Q01010 Dark 04:46:15 2 × 300 1044 n/a n/a 
       
OC5Q02010 DARK 03:59:59 3 × 60 232 n/a n/a 
OC5Q02B7Q HITM2 3.8 mA 04:07:18 0.5 232 151,000 263,000 
OC5Q02B8Q HITM2 3.8 mA 04:09:55 28.6 232 8.6 × 106 1.5 × 107 
OC5Q02020 DARK 04:10:54 3 × 60 232 n/a n/a 
OC5Q02BEQ HITM2 3.8 mA 04:17:18 57.2 232 1.7 × 107 3.0 × 107 
OC5Q02030 DARK 04:18:46 3 × 60 232 n/a n/a 
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In visit 02, subarrays (SIZAXIS2 = 232; CENTERA2 = 907) were used to allow more 
exposures to be taken. A series of shorter 60 s darks were taken to probe the evolution 
of any afterglow over shorter time scales, and three lamp images were taken (0.5 s, 
28.6 s, and 57.2 s). The short exposure was intended to give an unsaturated reference 
image to allow the actual illumination pattern and level of light on the detector to be 
measured before any saturation or bleeding along the detector columns. The other 
saturated exposures will bleed vertically during exposure and readout.  
 
In Figure 1 we compare the 300 s full frame dark exposures taken immediately before 
and after the 28.6 s lamp exposure of visit 01.  A very faint afterglow at the expected 
location of the 0.9X29 aperture is indeed visible. 
 

 
Figure 1: The 300 s dark images preceding (left) and following (right) an ~ 57X full well 
illumination of the detector through the 0.09X29 aperture. The red arrows in the right panel 
point to the region illuminated by the aperture during the intervening lamp exposure. The 
Jansen (2003) “autofilet” routine was used to clean the herringbone pattern noise from these 
images to make other low-level structures more easily visible. 
 
The measurements of the level of excess glow as a function of time after each 
overexposure are summarized in Figure 2 along with an entry summarizing the results 
reported by program 8853.  While there is considerable measurement-to-measurement 
fluctuation, the level of the afterglow in the immediately following exposure does 
appear to be roughly proportional to the level of the over-illumination. Within the 
uncertainties caused by the differences in the observational set up, the ratio of 
afterglow to over-illumination appears to be about the same now as it was in 2000 
despite the large increase in the overall detector dark rate. The residual afterglow does 
also appear to fade quickly after one or two additional exposures.  
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Figure 2: The horizontal bars in this figure show the start and stop times of each dark exposure 
relative to the end of the lamp exposure that produced the over-illumination. The upper three 
entries show results from visits of program 13142 which executed in October 2012, while the 
lower entry shows a result from program 8853 taken in August 2000 using a rather different 
observing strategy.  The approximate peak exposure level for each lamp image is noted to the left 
of each set of following darks.  The excess dark rate measured in the region illuminated by the 
lamp for each of these exposures is marked. This excess was determined by comparing each dark 
exposure to a similar reference dark taken just before the lamp overexposure.  
 
We conclude that, given the much higher overall detector dark rate, any residual 
image afterglow is even less of a concern than it was at earlier times.  
 
Examination of the data taken in visits 01 and 02 of 13142 did raise some questions 
regarding the local full well linearity of CCD observations and the occurrence of 
serial transfer artifacts that limit the global linearity of the CCD beyond the full well 
saturation limit.  Since these effects do have significant consequences for 
observational strategy and data analysis, the remaining two visits of 13142 were re-
planned to address these issues and additional observations were made in the follow-
on Cycle 21 CAL/STIS program 13545.  These topics will be addressed in the 
following sections. 
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Serial Transfer Artifacts in High Exposure CCD Images 
 
For reference, a log stretch of a typical image of the HITM2 lamp through the 
0.09X29 aperture is shown in Figure 3. The brightly illuminated area shows the direct 
slit image, while the more diffuse band below is a faint window reflection of the 
direct image.  The slit has two small aperture bars that cause dips in the flux along the 
aperture, and the aperture itself only illuminates part of the detector’s full width. This 
stretch also shows that the bias level is slightly depressed along the rows that are most 
brightly illuminated. 
 

 
Figure 3: A logarithmic stretch of a typical HITM2 lamp exposure through the 0.09X29 aperture 
is shown. 
 
Visit 3 of 13142, consisted of a number of HITM2 0.09X29 MIRVIS exposures with 
lengths ranging from 0.2 to 28 s near both the center of the detector at row 514 and 
also at row 907 to further explore the onset of the serial transfer artifacts and the local 
linearity of the detector.  Figure 4 illustrates a sub-set of these exposures with the cut 
level chosen to emphasize the low intensity features.  At row 907, the faint window 
reflection is shifted further away from the direct image, while at the central row of the 
detector an additional vertical trailing due to charge transfer inefficiency is also 
clearly visible.  
 
Examination of the data shown in Figure 4 shows two interesting anomalies. First, for 
a given exposure level, the peak count rate in images where the aperture was centered 
near row 907 is significantly larger than when it is centered near row 514. This 
suggests that the full well limit for the STIS CCD varies with position on the detector. 
The second anomaly is the appearance of serial transfer artifacts consisting of 
horizontal streaks in the image. These appear when the peak exposure levels exceed 
about 160,000 e− and grow rapidly in strength at higher exposure levels. These serial 
artifacts extend into the overscan region and wrap around the detector, extending into 
the next row. 
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Figure 4: The log stretch used in these figures emphasizes the low level structure between the 
bias level and the bias level + 500 DN and compares exposures of various lengths taken near the 
center of the detector and closer to the serial readout near row 907. For each image, the exposure 
time and the peak exposure level in the image are also listed. For the GAIN=4 observations 
shown in this image, it is assumed that one count (DN) in the raw image corresponds to 4.015 e−. 
 
Gilliand et al. 1999 had reported that the STIS CCD integrated response remained 
linear far past local saturation – i.e., summing over the overbleed region allows all the 
charge to be recovered.  Signal-to-noise of up to 10000:1 has been demonstrated. 
However, such analyses were based on observations done near the center of the 
detector where the serial transfer artifacts do not occur. 
 
In Figure 5, we test the linearity past saturation near row 907 of the detector by 
summing the count rates over each column in HITM2 0.09X29 exposures of varying 
lengths. In the columns that include the direct lamp images, the summed count rates 
in the 28.6 s and 57.2 s exposures are 5-6% lower than in the 0.5 s image. About a 
third of this missing light appears to be in the serial tail that extends into the un-
illuminated rows and overscan region. It appears that the linearity beyond saturation 
observed by Gilliand et al. does not hold near row 900 of the STIS CCD detector. 
 
To better illuminate the differences in response past saturation between the central 
and upper detector positions, in Figure 6 we show the global count rate measured 
from the flat-fielded sub-array lamp images taken in visit 3 of 13142 as a function of 
exposure time. This is not an ideal test, as we cannot separate non-linearity of the 
lamp brightness as a function of exposure time from non-linearities of the detector’s 
response as a function of exposure level. At both row 500 and row 907 we had 
interspersed several 0.4 s exposures in our sequence to check the lamp repeatability 
during the sequence. The initial 0.4 s exposure at the central location was about 2% 
brighter than any of the subsequent 0.4 s exposures, but the other 0.4 s exposures 
showed exposure-to-exposure brightness variations of less than 0.5%.  
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Figure 5: The total count rate in each column of the HITM2 0.09X29 MIRVIS exposures 
OC5Q02B7Q (0.5 s), OC5Q02B8Q (28.6 s), and OC5Q02BEQ (57.2 s) are compared. For all of 
these exposures, the aperture image was projected near row 907 of the detector. 
 

 
Figure 6: The relative global count rates for lamp exposures from visit 3 of 13142 are plotted as a 
function of exposure time. Exposures where the lamp image was centered near row 514 are 
shown as diamonds, while those centered near row 907 are marked with plus symbols. The first 
exposure of the visit appeared anomalously bright by about 2% and is marked in red. All 
exposures are normalized by dividing by the median of the global count rates measured from the 
0.4 s exposures (about 7.25	  X	  107 DN/s). 
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We see from Figure 6 that at both row 514 and 907 that, for the shorter exposures, the 
count rate decreased slightly as a function of exposure time with the rate in the 1 s 
exposures being about 1.7% lower than that of the 0.2 s exposure taken at the same 
position. For deeper exposures, the trends at the two locations began to diverge, with 
the count rate remaining approximately constant at the central location, but continuing 
to drop for exposures with the illumination near row 907 as a consequence of the 
serial transfer artifacts. It might be instructive to repeat similar saturation tests that 
substitute spectroscopic observations of a constant external target in place of the lamp 
images in order to eliminate any systematic variations in the lamp brightness as a 
function of exposure time.   
 
These serial transfer artifacts do not appear to be a new feature of the detector. For 
example, the deep STIS CCD image O47Q03090 of stars in the open cluster M 67 
taken in December 1997 clearly shows a strong horizontal trail in a saturated image of 
a star that fell near row 860 of the detector, while other stars with similar or greater 
saturation levels located lower on the detector show no such artifacts. 
 
As part of the follow-on program 13545, a matched pair of highly saturated images 
using both GAIN=4 and GAIN=8 were also taken to test whether the serial artifacts 
behave similarly at both gain settings. The behavior was found to be the same. 
 
 
Local Linearity and Full Well Limits for the STIS CCD  
 
The Cycle 21 CAL/STIS program 13545 consisted of a number of CCD MIRVIS 
HITM1 3.9 mA lamp exposures taken using the 0.1X0.09 aperture. HITM1 was used 
here rather than HITM2 lamp used in 13142, as the fainter HITM1 lamp allows finer 
control at the faintest exposure levels. As was the case for 13142, non-standard MSM 
positions were used to project the image of the aperture onto different detector 
locations. Unlike program 13142, where only the central columns of the detector were 
illuminated, in 13545 the 0.09X29 aperture images were also shifted left and right to 
cover the edges of the detector. Two positions offset in the AXIS1 or X direction, by 
approximately -251 and +240 pixels respectively from the nominal position, were 
done at each of five different Y offsets. Lamp images at various exposure levels were 
done at each location with detector gain settings of both 1 and 4 to explore the 
detector response as a function of exposure level as it approached and exceeded the 
saturation limit.  
 
Using an internal lamp rather than a standard external target introduces the risk that 
the lamp brightness might vary with exposure length, either randomly or 
systematically as the lamp warms up with repeated usage. However, we will proceed 
under the assumption that such effects are small enough that they will not obscure the 
trends we are looking for. 
 
The aperture image is at a slight angle with respect to the detector pixels.  As a result, 
when plotting the peak exposure level in each column, the value will rise and fall 
depending on how well the image in each column is centered on a row. It will also 
vary due to intensity variations of illumination along the slit.  Due to the tilt, the exact 
Y location of the peak pixel will also vary as a function of X. However, if the STIS 
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internal optical components are stable during a series of repeated lamp exposures, the 
peak signal in each individual column should scale linearly with the exposure time 
until reaching the full well limit.  
 
As the peak flux in each column reaches the full well limit, the peak value no longer 
increases linearly with exposure time. Figure 7 illustrates this by comparing the peak 
value in each column for exposures of various lengths. Figure 8 compares the 
measured peak pixel in column 500 of each of these exposures to the level predicted 
from scaling the shortest exposure at each position to the actual exposures times. This 
shows that the response of the individual pixels appears to be linear at the center of 
the detector up to a level of about 32000 DN (~ 128,500 e− assuming that the actual 
gain is 4.015). Above this level, the charge begins to bleed along the columns. The 
maximum value does continue to increase as more electrons are added, but much 
more slowly. From Figure 7, we also see that this full well limit appears to roll off 
towards the edges of the detector, reaching values as low as about 27000 DN (~ 
108,500 e−). 
 

 
Figure 7: The peak pixel value in each column of the FLT files produced from a series of 
GAIN=4 STIS CCD HITM1 exposures taken through the 0.09X31 aperture are shown. The 
dotted horizontal line marks the 33000 DN (132500 e-) level. The exposure times were 2, 3.5, 3, 
3.5, 4, and 4.5 seconds. Two exposures were taken at each exposure level with the CCD mirror 
tilted to shift the aperture image left and right from the default location by -251 and + 240 pixels 
to allow coverage of the full detector width. The aperture was centered near row 514 of the 
detector in this image. 
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Figure 8: For each of a series of GAIN=4 exposures centered near row 514, we compare the value 
of the peak pixel in column 500 to the value predicted by scaling the shortest exposure at that 
position to each actual exposure time. Both the left and right offset exposures overlap this 
column. The X’s show values for the exposures shifted right by +240 pixels in X, while the +’s are 
for the observations shifted left by −251. 
 
The behavior near rows 128 and 321 appear to be very close to that seen near the 
central rows of the detector.  However, at higher locations, the full well depth is 
significantly deeper.  Figure 9 illustrates that not only does the full well reach values 
as high as 40,000 DN (~160,500 e−), but the roll off towards the left and right edges 
becomes much smaller.  
 

 
Figure 9: The scales, annotations, observational setup and exposures times shown here are the 
same as in Fig. 7, but in this figure we compare the measured exposure levels for GAIN=4 
observations taken near rows 514 (left), 707 (middle), and 900 (right). 
 
As illustrated in Figure 10, the local saturation behavior for GAIN=1 is quite 
different, and is believed to be unrelated to the CCD chip itself, but instead is 
probably due to electronic effects in the readout chain. The linearity limit varies 
irregularly during the course of a read-out, but in all columns appears to be at least 
33,000 DN. Comparing the brightness of the peak pixel in each column as a function 
of exposure time suggests that for GAIN=1 the response remains linear below this 
limit, although setting tight constraints on any non-linearity in this regime would be 
best be accomplished by using a constant external source rather than internal lamp 
exposures.  The observed GAIN=1 behavior is similar for all locations on the 
detector. 
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Figure 10:  This is similar to Fig. 7, except that results for GAIN=1 observations with exposures 
lengths of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, and 1.1 s are shown. The 33000 DN level which appears to be 
the lowest level where a non-linear response begins is marked by a dotted line. 
 
 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
The originally documented full well depth for the STIS CCD with GAIN=4 was 
144,000 e− near the center of the detector (Kimble et al. 1998), with an ~20% roll-off 
towards the detector edges. The results we found here suggest that for observations 
near or below the central row of the detector, the actual local linearity limit is about 
128,000 e− near the central columns dropping to as low as 108,000 e− near the left and 
right edges. This same pattern appears to apply in the entire lower half of the detector, 
at least between rows 128 and 514. However, in the upper part of the detector near the 
E1 position at row 900, the local pixel response remains linear up to values as large as 
160,000 e−, with little or no roll-off towards the left and right edges. While the results 
near row 707 show an intermediate behavior, the exact mapping of full well depth in 
the transition region remains poorly defined.  
 
For the GAIN=1 setting we find the same full well limit of about 33,000 DN as was 
reported by Kimble et al. 1998. 
 
When the local image intensity begins to exceed about 160,000 e− serial transfer 
artifacts begin to appear.  The origin of features is likely in the CCD readout 
electronics, rather than in the detector chip itself. While these artifacts are probably 
not directly related to the cause of the full well depth variations, the shallower full 
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well near the center of the image prevents the serial artifacts from manifesting even 
when highly saturated data is taken near row 514.  These serial artifacts limit the 
linearity beyond saturation as summing in the vertical direction no longer recovers all 
of the incident events. Observers relying on this behavior reported by Gilliland et al. 
should keep their targets close to the central rows of the detector. 
 
The background features produced by these artifacts may also be of concern when 
observing faint sources adjacent to a saturated region of the detector. This can, for 
example, easily happen for coronagraphic observations where the region immediately 
adjacent to the occulting mask may be moderately saturated. However, the fixed 
structure of the STIS 50CORON mask may make it difficult to relocate certain 
observations to a different part of the detector. 
 
Future observations might usefully probe the GAIN=4 linearity limits between rows 
514 and 707 where we found a dramatic change in behavior.  It would also be 
interesting if doing a readout with AMP A where the parallel transfers are done in the 
opposite direction would move the deeper full-well region towards the bottom of the 
detector. Likewise use of a different amplifier might change the characteristics of the 
serial transfer artifacts reported here. 
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